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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A wilderness cabin becomes a dream-box of
catastrophe and survival, in this true adventure with a paranormal twist. Will, a treeplanter, hikes
with a companion to meet his wife and 3-year-old daughter in BC s remote Jumbo Pass. An
overnight storm pushes Will to the brink of deadly choices, at fate s mercy. Their idyll darkens with
Will s hellish predicament, as the seventh dream door crashes shut. He must act under agonizing
pressure, and the disorientation of clashing realities. Will he find the strength and wisdom to
overcome the odds and avoid disaster? Rendezvous at Jumbo Pass breaks the mold of linear
narrative by splitting its ending into multiple, coexisting plot threads, or timelines, twisting away
from a nightmare hallway of seven doors. The story plays out a mystery of magic realism against the
backdrop of vast natural beauty in the Purcell Mountains of British Columbia (Think Groundhog Day
in the heart of the Canadian wilderness). Once conceived as a choose your own adventure tale using
hyperlinks, in this version the narrative is apparently linear. but not...
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The very best publication i at any time study. It really is basic but shocks inside the fi y percent of the ebook. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Marlin Swift-- Marlin Swift

A brand new e book with a new perspective. I could comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of
reading through a written ebook.
-- Clemmie Rolfson-- Clemmie Rolfson
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